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Your Own Secret Kingdom in the Presence of God!
Throughout the ages, there have been those who have drawn into
manifestation music, prose, poetry, stories of Divine Dreams that are in
Reality first held by your own God Presence for you — they speak of Love!
And when you understand that the highest Love is God Love, the Love
of your God Presence for your outer vehicles, for God in Life, you begin to
realize that many of the trappings of the human consciousness have no power
in your world. For the greatest Power of all is the Power of God Love! And
when you are firmly anchored in the stream of that Love, all of the loves of
your life are transformed into the highest Love, the Supreme Love that your
God Presence can engage in with you!
If yours is a selfish love, there is no room for God. If it is a conditional
love, there is no eternal flow of the Love of your God Presence. So as you
elect to continue on your journey as a Son and Daughter of God, consider,
what type of Love do you desire in your life? Will it always be one that is
self-serving? Or will it be the pure Love of God, that Divine Nature of the
Perfection of your own God Presence, streaming forth all the God Qualities
that are the natural estate of your True Being so that you might live, move,
and have your Being within that hallowed space?
When my Beloved, Sanat Kumara, and I first began working with the
lifestreams upon the Earth, it was most evident that the major missing
ingredient that was needed desperately to achieve overcoming Victory
was God Love! Love contains within itself the understanding of how the
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pure Nature of God knows no obstacle, no limit, rather streams forth only
that Purity that is within the Mind of God, the Heart of God, the Body
Consciousness of God!
Throughout the ages, there have been those who have referred to me as the
Goddess of Love. Is it any wonder, when my Full Mastery and Attainment is
in pouring forth out of the pure Heart of God all the varied dimensions of
God Love, from the gentlest caress of the Comfort Flame to the most intense
of the Ruby Fire? For they all are born out of the Realm of God, where the
Divine Nature displaces and consumes all unlike itself!
And thus, when you are firmly enthroned within the flow of the Light
of your God Presence, you are in command of all of the areas of your life
that you require. You are no longer needy, desiring of another, or others, or
possessions, to satisfy the yearning within you. For the closer you engage
with your God Presence, the more those yearnings drop away, and you find
yourself filled, content, comforted! The necessities of life present themselves
to you with little or no effort on your part. For the Mighty I AM Presence
has filled you beyond measure! There is no limit to all that the Presence of
God can pour forth for your wise and good use. It is only when God’s Light
is misused that it is withdrawn, so the outer vehicles are compelled to learn
the disciplines of Cosmic Law, and to once more abide within that hallowed
space of the Consciousness of their own God Presence.
When the Secret Love Star shines forth its Radiance of Cosmic Light,
those upon the Earth who are attuned with the pure Love of God know of
its presence. And though most know not how to call to that Glorious Star,
their hearts do understand that contained in the Fullness of all that they
receive — even if it is only for a moment — is a gift, precious beyond measure!
For some, that momentary glimpse is all they need to hold fast for an
entire life, rehearsing it over and over again within their mind, their emotional
body, focusing on that singular event in their life, reminding them of the
Presence of God. But you, blessed hearts, should be at a level of attainment
to go beyond a singular event in your life drawing you close to your God
Presence. For it is hoped by now that each day you are entering into that
Holy Communion. That when you arise, your Heart Flame is filled with
the Light of your God Presence! And the Light from the Secret Love Star
that streams forth the Light from the Great Central Sun, establishes a fixed
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point of awareness in your consciousness that serves as a great foundation
upon which you can move through your day, knowing that the Presence of
God is all about you!
You need not struggle; for in the struggle, you remove that closeness of
your own Presence and thus are required to stand in your own Light, absent
the greater support and assistance of the Hierarchy of Light. So when we
caution that you should maintain your Harmony, that you should establish
your connection at the beginning of each day, first and foremost it is so
that all that passes through you from that point forward is in Divine Order
according to the Will of God, the Wisdom of God, and most assuredly, the
Love of God!
As I, Venus, look upon the Heart Flames of the Many Sons and Many
Daughters of God that have embraced a greater Love for God in the Divine
Purity that was intended, I hold out my arms to convey to you the Fullness
of the Love of God that is the Cosmic Light that my Beloved and I stream
forth to assist you in knowing the Perfection of God.
For I know that when our Love is felt, many begin to allow our AllConsuming Love to dissolve away the barriers to their own Heart Flame,
expanding the Light of their own Secret Kingdom in the Presence of God.
Then they begin to understand in the fullness of time that glorious Oneness
of God Love, where the singular Perfection of God surpasses all outer
conditions that may have heretofore been so tempting, but are nothingness
in comparison.
Understand that Divine Love elevates your vibration, enabling you to
move in and around the world of your earthly pilgrimage without engaging
in the unreality that is so prevalent. For you see, the Mastery that you have
been sent by your God Presence to attain is to utilize this glorious realm of
time and space, conceived by the Elemental Forces of Nature at the hand of
Elohim, so that you might gain the Wisdom, the God Control, the creativity
of Divine Manifestation and the Outpouring of God Love to bring into
actuality the Fullness that is held within all that is God Good, all that is
within the Realm of the Great I AM.
Understanding this, you will discipline your outer vehicles to adhere to
those things in life that allow the closer walk of your God Presence where you
are, overshadowing you in the vehicle of the Holy Christ Presence, streaming
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forth all that is creative, all that is good, all that is Divine from your Causal
Presence, and allowing for the Fullness of the Patterns of the Will and Desire
that is your God Presence’s Heart to manifest in your life! You put on a new
perspective of life. You realize that many of the things that you have desired
are not really your highest or best use of the very Pranic Breaths that God
has entrusted to you with which to love, to care for, to utilize, and to expand
the Presence of God within!
The Cosmic Laws of Life are far more practical than most at first conceive
when it comes to time and space. For once you understand how the Mighty
I AM Presence can and will move, create, love, and establish its Life where
you are, you begin to understand that without that Life, there is void, an
absence of Joy and Beauty! Time merely moves to a certain point and then
ceases to be. Then the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart must return back
into the Higher Octaves, the Secret Kingdom of your Mighty I AM Presence,
and prepare to come again, beginning all over, many times with the same
initiations, interacting with the same lifestreams, going through the same
cycles of training.
Understand that your Presence is hoping that this time you will be God
Victorious! You will remember the training that you have received in the
Octaves of Light! You will hear the Voice of the Masters ringing through
your ears to remind you! And you will have the expansion of the Flame upon
the Altar of your Heart, filling your vehicles of consciousness, so that you are
sure to pass every Initiation and be God Victorious, moving on with your
journey; not getting caught up in the antiquity of your karma; but allowing
for the Fullness of the New Day to dawn, the Day of Victory when the
Presence presents to you new opportunity, new cycles to engage in, to behold
the Presence of God in you fulfilling the work, the Joy, the Love!
Therefore keep in the forefront of your consciousness that throughout
the coming cycle, the Secret Love Star will be pouring forth to the Earth a
greater abundance of our Cosmic Light and Momentum of God Consciousness
to reinforce that Bethlehem DayStar of your own Electronic Body within
your consciousness, making it brighter than any outer circumstance of life
— brighter than any area of your own untransmuted karma that would
draw you back into unreality — and allowing you to gaze into the Face of
the Bethlehem Star of your own Mighty I AM Presence, making that your
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life, making that your highest Love! Then all loves that come forth from
your Heart are instantly swept up in the profusion and perfumed fragrance
of the Love of your God Presence! Then the petals of the Rose of your own
Heart are opened, fully and completely, to allow for all that is the natural
God Reality that is your True Divine Mighty I AM Presence to be revealed
in your life, not only for you, but for those about you to drink in the Presence
of God that you are!
I, Venus, and my Beloved, Sanat Kumara, are standing side by side,
radiating our Love and our Momentum in Illumination’s Flame so that you
might know all that is there for you during this Holy Estate of the Secret
Love Star and your own Mighty I AM Presence!
Let this Love stream forth! Let the Golden Light of the Great Central
Sun illumine your pathway to this Altar to drink in the Body Consciousness
of the Great I AM!
Remember our Love. For this Love will sweep through all the events, all
the joyous occasions as you come together, one and all, to share in the Good
Tidings of the Secret Kingdom of your own God Presence and the Bethlehem
DayStar shining forth as the self-luminous Electronic Starry Body of your
Mighty I AM Presence.
Go forward in the Love of God! And be blessed by the anointing of
your Mighty I AM Presence in the pure Love that you are intended to abide
within all your days!

Venus
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